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Abstract. An inversive meadow is a commutative ring with identity
and a total multiplicative inverse operation satisfying 0−1 = 0. Previously, inversive meadows were shortly called meadows. In this paper, we
introduce divisive meadows, which are inversive meadows with the multiplicative inverse operation replaced by a division operation. We introduce
a translation from the terms over the signature of divisive meadows into
the terms over the signature of inversive meadows and a translation the
other way round to show that it depends on the angle from which they
are viewed whether inversive meadows or divisive meadows must be considered more basic. Divisive meadows are more basic if variants with a
partial multiplicative inverse or division operation are considered as well.
We also take a survey of first-order logics that are appropriate to handle
those partial variants of inversive and divisive meadows.
Keywords: inversive meadow, divisive meadow, projection semantics, partial algebra construction, first-order logic.
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Introduction

The primary mathematical structure for measurement and computation is unquestionably a field. In [10], meadows are proposed as alternatives for fields with
a purely equational specification. A meadow is a commutative ring with identity
and a total multiplicative inverse operation satisfying two equations which imply
that the multiplicative inverse of zero is zero. Thus, meadows are total algebras.
As usual in field theory, the convention to consider p / q as an abbreviation for
p · (q −1 ) was used in subsequent work on meadows (see e.g. [5, 8]). This convention is no longer satisfactory if partial variants of meadows are considered
too, as will be demonstrated in this paper. That is why we rename meadows
into inversive meadows and introduce divisive meadows. A divisive meadow is
an inversive meadow with the multiplicative inverse operation replaced by the
division operation suggested by the above-mentioned abbreviation convention.
Henceforth, we will use the name meadow whenever the distinction between
inverse meadows and divisive meadows is not important.
For both inversive meadows and divisive meadows, we give an equational
specification. Given the equational specification of inversive meadows, we can
easily give a modular specification of divisive meadows using module algebra [4].

We give the modular specification in question and show that the equational
theory associated with it is the same as the equational theory associated with
the equational specification of divisive meadows.
Partial variants of meadows are obtained by turning the total multiplicative
inverse or division operation into a partial one. There is one way in which the
multiplicative inverse operation can be turned into a partial operation, whereas
there are two conceivable ways in which the division operation can be turned
into a partial operation. In [7], projection semantics is proposed as an approach
to define the meaning of programs. Projection semantics explains the meaning
of programs in terms of known programs instead of in terms of more or less
sophisticated mathematical objects. We transpose this approach to the current
setting so as to explain the meaning of terms over the signature of divisive
meadows in terms of terms over the signature of inversive meadows. It is also
used to explain the meaning of terms over the signature of inversive meadows
in terms of terms over the signature of divisive meadows. It happens that the
latter projection is appropriate in the case of the partial variants of inversive
meadows as well, whereas the former projection is not appropriate in the case
of one of the kinds of partial variants of divisive meadows. That is why we take
divisive meadows for more basic than inversive meadows if their partial variants
are considered as well.
The main inversive meadow that we are interested in is Qi0 , the zero-totalized
field of rational numbers, which differs from the field of rational numbers only
in that the multiplicative inverse of zero is zero. The main divisive meadow that
we are interested in is Qd0 , which is Qi0 with the multiplicative inverse operation
replaced by a division operation in conformity with the first projection referred
to above. We give finite equational specifications of which Qi0 and Qd0 are the
initial algebras. We obtain a partial variant from Qi0 and two partial variants
from Qd0 by means of a rather unknown, but simple construction. This fits in
with our position that partial algebras should be made of total ones. Thus, we
have five algebras related to rational numbers, each requiring only equational
logic for total algebras as a tool for their construction.
Having constructed the partial variant of Qi0 , the question whether it satisfies
the equation 0−1 = 0−1 and related questions are still open because the logic of
partial functions to be used when working with it has not been fixed yet. Similar
remarks apply to the partial variants of Qd0 . This means that it is still a matter of
design which logic of partial functions can be used for reasoning. Therefore, we
take a survey of first-order logics that may be appropriate to handle the partial
variants of Qi0 and Qd0 .
It appears that, in the sphere of groups, rings and fields, the qualifications
“inversive” and “divisive” have only been used by Yamada [34] and Verloren van
Themaat [32], respectively. Our use of these qualifications is in line with theirs.
This paper is organized as follows. First, we give a brief summary of inverse
meadows (Section 2). Next, we introduce divisive meadows and relate them
to inverse meadows by means of projection semantics (Section 3). After that,
we use module algebra to give a modular specification that corresponds to the
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equational specification of divisive meadows given earlier (Section 4). Then, we
introduce simple constructions of partial inversive and divisive meadows from
total ones (Section 5). Following this, we introduce the inversive meadow of
rational numbers, the divisive meadow of rational numbers, and partial variants
of them (Section 6). After that, we take surveys of two-valued and three-valued
first-order logics that may be appropriate to handle partial algebras (Sections 7
and 8). Following this, we discuss issues on which the suitability of such a logic for
a particular purpose may depend (Section 9). Finally, we make some concluding
remarks (Section 10).

2

Inversive Meadows

In this section, we give a brief summary of inversive meadows. In [10], inversive
meadows were introduced for the first time. They are further investigated in
e.g. [5, 8, 11].
An inversive meadow is a commutative ring with identity and a total multiplicative inverse operation satisfying two equations which imply that the multiplicative inverse of zero is zero.
The signature of inversive meadows consists of the following constants and
operators:
–
–
–
–
–

the
the
the
the
the

constants 0 and 1;
binary addition operator + ;
binary multiplication operator · ;
unary additive inverse operator −;
unary multiplicative inverse operator

−1

.

We assume that there are infinitely many variables, including x, y and z.
Terms are build as usual. We use infix notation for the binary operators, prefix
notation for the unary operator −, and postfix notation for the unary operator
−1
. Moreover, we use the usual precedence convention to reduce the need for
parentheses. We introduce subtraction as an abbreviation: p − q abbreviates
p+(−q). For each natural number n, we write n for the numeral for n. That is, the
term n is defined by induction on n as follows: 0 = 0 and n + 1 = n + 1. We also
use the notation pn for exponentiation with a natural number as exponent. For
each term p over the signature of meadows, the term pn is defined by induction
on n as follows: p0 = 1 and pn+1 = pn · p.
The constants and operators from the signature of inversive meadows are
adopted from rational arithmetic, which gives an appropriate intuition about
these constants and operators. The set of all terms over the signature of inversive
meadows constitutes the inversive meadow notation.
An inversive meadow is an algebra over the signature of inversive meadows
that satisfies the equations given in Tables 1 and 2. The equations given in
Table 1 are the axioms of a commutative ring with identity. Thus, an inversive
meadow is a commutative ring with identity and a total multiplicative inverse
−1
operation −1 satisfying the reflexivity equation (x−1 ) = x and the restricted
3

Table 1. Axioms of a commutative ring with identity
(x + y) + z = x + (y + z)

(x · y) · z = x · (y · z)

x+y =y+x

x·y =y·x

x+0=x

x·1=x

x + (−x) = 0

x · (y + z) = x · y + x · z

Table 2. Additional axioms for an inversive meadow
(x−1 )

−1

x · (x · x

=x
−1

)=x

inverse equation x · (x · x−1 ) = x. From the equations given in Tables 1 and 2,
the equation 0−1 = 0 is derivable.
The advantage of working with a total multiplicative inverse operation lies
in the fact that conditions like x 6= 0 in x 6= 0 ⇒ x · x−1 = 1 are not needed to
guarantee meaning.
A non-trivial inversive meadow is an inversive meadow that satisfies the
separation axiom 0 6= 1; and an inversive cancellation meadow is an inversive
meadow that satisfies the cancellation axiom x 6= 0 ∧ x · y = x · z ⇒ y = z, or
equivalently, the general inverse law x 6= 0 ⇒ x·x−1 = 1. An important property
of non-trivial inversive cancellation meadows is the following: 0 · (0−1 ) = 0,
whereas x · (x−1 ) = 1 for x 6= 0.
Henceforth, we will write Σimd for the signature of inversive meadows and
Eimd for the set of axioms for inversive meadows.

3

Divisive Meadows

In this section, we introduce divisive meadows and use projection semantics to
explain the terms over the signature of divisive meadows in terms of terms over
the signature of inversive meadows.
A divisive meadow is a commutative ring with identity and a total division
operation satisfying three equations which imply that division by zero always
yields zero.
The signature of divisive meadows is the signature of inversive meadows with
the unary multiplicative inverse operator −1 replaced by:
– the binary division operator / .
The set of all terms over the signature of divisive meadows constitutes the
divisive meadow notation.
A divisive meadow is an algebra over the signature of divisive meadows that
satisfies the equations given in Tables 1 and 3. Thus, a divisive meadow is a
commutative ring with identity and a total division operation / satisfying the
three equations given in Table 3. The first two of these equations are the obvious
4

Table 3. Additional axioms for a divisive meadow
1 / (1 / x) = x
(x · x) / x = x
x / y = x · (1 / y)

counterparts of the additional axioms for inversive meadows. From the equations
given in Tables 1 and 3, the equation x/0 = 0 is derivable. The equation 1/0 = 0
can be derived without using the last equation from Table 3, and then the latter
equation can be applied to derive the equation x / 0 = 0.
A non-trivial divisive meadow is an divisive meadow that satisfies the separation axiom; and a divisive cancellation meadow is an divisive meadow that
satisfies the cancellation axiom. An important property of non-trivial divisive
cancellation meadows is the following: 0 / 0 = 0, whereas x / x = 1 for x 6= 0.
Henceforth, we will write Σdmd for the signature of divisive meadows and
Edmd for the set of axioms for divisive meadows.
We can explain the meaning of the terms over the signature of divisive meadows by means of a projection dmn2imn from the divisive meadow notation to the
inversive meadow notation. This projection is defined as follows:
dmn2imn(x) = x ,
dmn2imn(0) = 0 ,
dmn2imn(1) = 1 ,
dmn2imn(p + q) = dmn2imn(p) + dmn2imn(q) ,
dmn2imn(p · q) = dmn2imn(p) · dmn2imn(q) ,
dmn2imn(−p) = −dmn2imn(p) ,
dmn2imn(p / q) = dmn2imn(p) · (dmn2imn(q)−1 ) .
The projection dmn2imn supports an interpretation of the theory of divisive
meadows in the theory of inversive meadows: for each equation p = q derivable
from the axioms of a divisive meadow, the equation dmn2imn(p) = dmn2imn(q)
is derivable from the axioms of a inversive meadow.1 Therefore the projection
dmn2imn determines a mapping from divisive meadows to inversive meadows.
We can also explain the meaning of the terms over the signature of inversive
meadows by means of a projection imn2dmn from the inversive meadow notation
to the divisive meadow notation. This projection is defined as follows:
imn2dmn(x) = x ,
imn2dmn(0) = 0 ,
imn2dmn(1) = 1 ,
imn2dmn(p + q) = imn2dmn(p) + imn2dmn(q) ,
imn2dmn(p · q) = imn2dmn(p) · imn2dmn(q) ,
imn2dmn(−p) = −imn2dmn(p) ,
imn2dmn(p−1 ) = 1 / imn2dmn(p) .
1

For the notion of a translation that supports a theory interpretation, see e.g. [33].
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The projection imn2dmn supports an interpretation of the theory of inversive
meadows in the theory of divisive meadows: for each equation p = q derivable
from the axioms of a inversive meadow, the equation imn2dmn(p) = imn2dmn(q)
is derivable from the axioms of a divisive meadow. Therefore the projection
imn2dmn determines a mapping from inversive meadows to divisive meadows.

4

Modular Specification of Divisive Meadows

In this section, we give a modular specification of divisive meadows using basic
module algebra [4].
BMA[fol ] (Basic Module Algebra for f irst-order l ogic specifications) is a
many-sorted equational theory of modules which covers the concepts on which
the key modularization mechanisms found in existing specification formalisms
are based. The signature of BMA[fol ] includes among other things:
– the sorts ATSIG of atomic signatures, ATREN of atomic renamings, SIG
of signatures, and M of modules;
– the binary deletion operator ∆ : ATSIG × SIG → SIG;
– the unary signature operator Σ : M → SIG;
– for each first-order sentence φ over some signature, the constant hφi : M ;
– the binary renaming application operator . : ATREN × M → M ;
– the binary combination operator + : M × M → M ;
– the binary export operator  : SIG × M → M .
The axioms of BMA[fol ] as well as four different models for BMA[fol ] can be
found in [4]. A useful derived operator is the hiding operator ∆:ATSIG ×M → M
defined by a∆X = (a∆Σ(X))X. Below, we will use the notational conventions
introduced in Section 3.5 of [4].
Let Mdi be the closed module expression corresponding to the equational
specification of inversive meadows, i.e. h(x + y) + z = x + (y + z)i + · · · +
hx · (x · x−1 ) = xi. We give a modular specification of divisive meadows using
BMA[fol ] as follows:
Mdd = F : −1 : Q → Q ∆ (Mdi + hx / y = x · (y −1 )i) .
In [4], a semantic mapping EqTh is defined that gives, for each closed module
expression, its equational theory. We have the following theorem:
Theorem 1. EqTh(Mdd ) is the equational theory associated with the equational
specification of divisive meadows given in Section 3.
Proof. In [4], a semantic mapping Mod is defined that gives, for each closed module expression, its model class. Mod and EqTh are defined such that EqTh(m) is
the equational theory of Mod (m) for each closed module expression m. Hence, it
is sufficient to show that Mod (Mdd ) is the class of models of the equational specification of divisive meadows. By the definition of Mod , we have to show that:
(i) the reduct to the signature of divisive meadows of each model of the equational
6

specification of inversive meadows extended with the equation x / y = x · (y −1 )
is a model of the equational specification of divisive meadows; (ii) each model of
the equational specification of divisive meadows can be expanded with a multi−1
plicative inverse operation satisfying (x−1 ) = x and x · (x · x−1 ) = x. Using
the equations from the equational specification of inversive meadows and the
equation x / y = x · (y −1 ), it can easily be proved by equational reasoning that
all equations from the equational specification of divisive meadows are satisfied
by the reducts in question. Let −1 be defined by x−1 = 1 / x. Then, using the
equations from the equational specification of divisive meadows and the equation
x−1 = 1 / x, it can easily be proved by equational reasoning that the equations
−1
(x−1 ) = x and x · (x · x−1 ) = x are satisfied by the expansions in question. ⊓
⊔
We give the following modular specification of reduced divisive meadows:
Mdrd1 = F : · : Q × Q → Q ∆ Mdd ,
Mdrd2 = F : − : Q → Q ∆ (Mdrd1 + hx − y = x + (−y)i) ,
Mdrd3 = F : + : Q × Q → Q ∆ Mdrd2 ,
Mdrd = F : 0 : Q ∆ Mdrd3 .
The signature of reduced divisive meadows consists of the constant 1 and the
binary operators − and / . We can explain the meaning of the terms over the
signature of inversive meadows by means of a projection imn2rdmn to terms over
the signature of reduced divisive meadows. This projection is defined as follows:
imn2rdmn(x) = x ,
imn2rdmn(0) = 1 − 1 ,
imn2rdmn(1) = 1 ,
imn2rdmn(p + q) = imn2rdmn(p) − ((1 − 1) − imn2rdmn(q)) ,
imn2rdmn(p · q) = imn2rdmn(p) / (1 / imn2rdmn(q)) ,
imn2rdmn(−p) = (1 − 1) − imn2rdmn(p) ,
imn2rdmn(p−1 ) = 1 / imn2rdmn(p) .
We have the following theorem:
Theorem 2. EqTh(Mdrd ) is the equational theory associated with the equational specification whose equations are given in Table 4.
Proof. The proof follows the same line as the proof of Theorem 1. For the expansion, we define zero, addition, multiplication, and additive inverse as follows:
0 = 1 − 1, x + y = x − ((1 − 1) − y), x · y = x / (1 / y), and −x = (1 − 1) − x. ⊓
⊔
Using the equational specification of reduced divisive meadows, it is easy to
show that the projection imn2rdmn supports an interpretation of the theory of
inversive meadows in the theory of reduced divisive meadows.
The following are some open problems concerning inversive meadows, divisive
meadows, and reduced divisive meadows:
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Table 4. Axioms of a reduced divisive meadow
(x − ((1 − 1) − y)) − ((1 − 1) − z) = x − ((1 − 1) − (y − ((1 − 1) − z)))
x − ((1 − 1) − y) = y − ((1 − 1) − x)
x − (1 − 1) = x
x−x=1−1
(x / (1 / y)) / (1 / z) = x / (1 / (y / (1 / z)))
x / (1 / y) = y / (1 / x)
x/1 =x
x / (1 / (y − ((1 − 1) − z))) = x / (1 / y) − ((1 − 1) − (x / (1 / z)))
(x / (1 / x)) / x = x

– do there exist equational specifications of inversive meadows, divisive meadows, and reduced divisive meadows with less than 10 equations, 11 equations,
and 9 equations, respectively;
– can the number of binary operators needed to explain the meaning of the
terms over the signature of inversive meadows be reduced to one.

5

Partial Inversive and Divisive Meadows

In this section, we introduce simple constructions of partial inversive and divisive
meadows from total ones and show why we take divisive meadows for more basic
than inversive meadows if the partial ones are considered as well.
We take the position that partial algebras should be made from total ones.
For the particular case of meadows, this implies that relevant partial meadows
are obtained by making operations undefined for certain arguments.
Let Mi be an inversive meadow. Then it make sense to construct one partial
inversive meadow from Mi :
– 0−1 ↑ Mi is the partial algebra that is obtained from Mi by making 0−1
undefined.
Let Md be a divisive meadow. Then it make sense to construct two partial
divisive meadows from Md :
– Q / 0 ↑ Md is the partial algebra that is obtained from Md by making
q / 0 undefined for all q in the domain of Md ;
– (Q \ {0}) / 0 ↑ Md is the partial algebra that is obtained from Md by making
q / 0 undefined for all q in the domain of Md different from 0.
Clearly, the partial meadow constructions are special cases of a more general
partial algebra construction for which we have coined the term punching. Presenting the details of the general construction is outside the scope of the current
paper.
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Let Mi be an inversive meadow and let Md be an divisive meadow. It happens that the projection imn2dmn recovers 0−1 ↑ Mi from Q / 0 ↑ Md as well as
(Q \ {0}) / 0 ↑ Md , the projection dmn2imn recovers Q / 0 ↑ Md from 0−1 ↑ Mi ,
and the projection dmn2imn does not recover (Q \ {0}) / 0 ↑ Md from 0−1 ↑ Mi :
– 0−1 is undefined in 0−1 ↑ Mi , imn2dmn(0−1 ) = 1 / 0, and 1 / 0 is undefined
in Q / 0 ↑ Md and (Q \ {0}) / 0 ↑ Md ;
– x / 0 is undefined in Q / 0 ↑ Md , dmn2imn(x / 0) = x · (0−1 ), and x · (0−1 ) is
undefined in 0−1 ↑ Mi ;
– 0 / 0 = 0 in (Q \ {0}) / 0 ↑ Md , dmn2imn(0 / 0) = 0 · (0−1 ), but 0 · (0−1 ) is
undefined in 0−1 ↑ Mi .
This uncovers that (Q \ {0}) / 0 ↑ Md expresses a view on the partiality of division by zero that cannot be expressed if only multiplicative inverse is available.
Therefore, we take divisive meadows for more basic than inversive meadows if
their partial variants are considered as well. Otherwise, we might take inversive
meadows for more basic, e.g. because of supposed notational simplicity. Thus,
the move from a total algebra to a partial algebra may imply a reversal of the
preferred direction of projection from dmn2imn to imn2dmn. This shows that projection semantics is a tool within a setting: if the setting changes, the tool, or
rather its way of application, changes as well.
Returning to (Q \ {0}) / 0 ↑ Md , the question remains whether the equation
0 / 0 = 0 is natural. The total cost Cn of producing n items of some product is
often viewed as the sum of a fixed cost FC and a variable cost VC n . Moreover,
for n ≥ 1, the variable cost VC n of producing n items is usually viewed as n
times the marginal cost per item, taking VC n / n as the marginal cost per item.
For n = 0, the variable cost of producing n items and the marginal cost per item
are both 0. This makes the equation VC 0 / 0 = 0 natural.

6

Algebras Related to Rational Numbers

In this section, we obtain first an inverse meadow and a divisive meadow closely
related to the field of rational numbers as the initial algebras of equational
specifications and next partial variants of those meadows as the result of the
partial algebra construction introduced in Section 5. As usual, we write I(Σ, E)
for the initial algebra among the algebras over the signature Σ that satisfy the
equations E (see e.g. [9]).
The inversive meadow that we are interested in is Qi0 , the inversive meadow
of rational numbers:
Qi0 = I(Σimd , Eimd ∪ {(1 + x2 + y 2 ) · (1 + x2 + y 2 )−1 = 1}) .
At the end of this section, we will prove that Qi0 differs from the field of rational
numbers only in that the multiplicative inverse of zero is zero. The divisive
meadow that we are interested in is Qd0 , the divisive meadow of rational numbers:
Qd0 = I(Σdmd , Edmd ∪ {(1 + x2 + y 2 ) / (1 + x2 + y 2 ) = 1}) .
9

Qd0 differs from Qi0 only in that the multiplicative inverse operation replaced
by a division operation in conformity with the projection imn2dmn defined in
Section 3.
We are also interested in the partial meadows that can be obtained from Qi0
and Qd0 by means of the partial meadow constructions introduced in Section 5.
Thus, we have five algebras related to rational numbers:
Qi0 ,
0−1 ↑ Qi0 ,

Qd0 ,
Q / 0 ↑ Qd0 , (Q \ {0}) / 0 ↑ Qd0 .

These algebras have been obtained by means of the well-known initial algebra
construction and, in the case of the partial algebras, a simple partial algebra
construction. This implies that in all cases only equational logic for total algebras
has been used as a logical tool for their construction. The approach followed here
contrasts with the usual approach where a special logic for partial algebras would
be used for their construction (see e.g. [13]).
We believe that many complications and unclarities in the development of
the theories of the partial algebras are avoided by not using some logic of partial
functions as a logical tool for their construction. Having constructed 0−1 ↑ Qi0 in
the way described above, the question whether it satisfies the equation 0−1 = 0−1
and related questions are still open because the logic of partial functions to be
used when working with 0−1 ↑Qi0 has not been fixed yet. This means that it is still
a matter of design which logic of partial functions will be used when working
with this partial algebra. As soon as the logic is fixed, the above-mentioned
questions are no longer open: it is anchored in the logic whether 0−1 = 0−1 is
satisfied, 0−1 6= 0−1 is satisfied, or neither of the two is satisfied. Similar remarks
apply to the other two partial algebras obtained above.
Many people prefer 0−1 ↑Qi0 to the other algebras related to rational numbers.
It is likely that this is because x · x−1 = 1 serves as an implicit definition of −1
in 0−1 ↑ Qi0 .
To prove that Qi0 differs from the field of rational numbers only in that the
multiplicative inverse of zero is zero, we need some auxiliary results.
Lemma 1. Let p be a prime number. Then for each u ∈ Zp , there exists v, w ∈
Zp such that u = v 2 + w2 .
Proof. The case where p = 2 is trivial. In the case where p 6= 2, p is odd, say
2 · n + 1. Let S be the set {u ∈ Zp | ∃v ∈ Zp • u = v 2 }, and let c ∈ Zp be such
that c ∈
/ S. Because 0 ∈ Zp and each element of S has at most two roots, we
have |S| ≥ n + 1. For each u ∈ c · S, u = 0 or u ∈
/ S, as u 6= 0 and u ∈ S
only if c ∈ S. Because c · u 6= c · v for each u, v ∈ S with u 6= v, we have
|c · S| ≥ n + 1. It follows that S ∪ c · S = Zp and S ∩ c · S = {0}. This implies that
/ S,
c · S = {u ∈ Zp | ∀v ∈ Zp • u 6= v 2 } ∪ {0}. Hence, for each u ∈ Zp with u ∈
there exists an v ∈ Zp such that u = c · v 2 . The set S is not closed under sums,
as 1 ∈ S, and every element of Zp is a sum of ones. This implies that there exist
u, v ∈ Zp such that u2 + v 2 ∈
/ S. Let a, b ∈ Zp be such that a2 + b2 ∈
/ S, and
2
2
take a + b for c. Then for each u ∈ Zp with u ∈
/ S, there exists an v ∈ Z such
10

that u = (a2 + b2 ) · v 2 . Because (a2 + b2 ) · v 2 = (a · v)2 + (b · v)2 , we have that,
for each u ∈ Zp with u ∈
/ S, there exist v, w ∈ Z such that u = v 2 + w2 . Because
2
2
u ∈ S iff u = v + 0 for some v ∈ Zp , we have that, for each u ∈ Zp with u ∈ S,
there exist v, w ∈ Z such that u = v 2 + w2 .
⊓
⊔
Corollary 1. Let p be a prime number. Then there exists u, v, w ∈ N such that
w · p = u2 + v 2 + 1.
Proof. By Lemma 1, there exist u, v ∈ Zp such that −1 = u2 + v 2 . Let a, b ∈ Zp
be such that −1 = a2 + b2 . Then a2 + b2 + 1 is a multiple of p in N. Hence, there
exists u, v, w ∈ N such that w · p = u2 + v 2 + 1.
⊓
⊔
Theorem 3. Qi0 = I(Σimd , Eimd ∪ {(1 + x2 + y 2 ) · (1 + x2 + y 2 )−1 = 1}) is the
zero-totalized field of rational numbers, i.e. the Σimd -algebra that differs from
the field of rational numbers only in that 0−1 = 0.
Proof. From the proof of Theorem 3.6 from [10], we already know that, for each
set E ′ of Σimd -equations valid in the zero-totalized field of rational numbers,
I(Σimd , Eimd ∪ E ′ ) is the zero-totalized field of rational numbers if it follows
from Eimd ∪ E ′ that u has a multiplicative inverse for each u ∈ N \ {0}. Because
1 + x2 + y 2 6= 0, we have that (1 + x2 + y 2 ) · (1 + x2 + y 2 )−1 = 1 is valid in the
zero-totalized field of rational numbers. So it remains to be proved that u has a
multiplicative inverse for each u ∈ N \ {0}.
Let p be a prime number. Then, by Corollary 1, there exist u, v, w ∈ N such
that w · p = u2 + v 2 + 1. Let m, a, b ∈ N be such that m · p = a2 + b2 + 1.
It is easily proved by induction that u + v = u + v and u · v = u · v for all
u, v ∈ N in any meadow. It follows that m · p = a2 + b2 + 1 in Qi0 . Because
(1 + x2 + y 2 ) · (1 + x2 + y 2 )−1 = 1 in Qi0 , we have (m · p) · (m · p)−1 = 1.
This implies that m · (m · p)−1 is the multiplicative inverse of p. Hence, u has a
multiplicative inverse for each u ∈ N\{0} that is a prime number. Let c ∈ N\{0}.
Then c is the product of finitely many prime numbers, say p1 · · · · · pn . Because
(p1 · · · · · pn )−1 = p1 −1 · · · · · pn −1 in any meadow (see e.g. Proposition 2.8 in [5])
and c = p1 · · · · · pn , we have that p1 −1 · · · · · pn −1 is the multiplicative inverse
of c. Hence, u has a multiplicative inverse for each u ∈ N \ {0}.
⊓
⊔
Lemma 1, Corollary 1, and Theorem 3 come from Hirshfeld (personal communication, 31 January 2009). Lemma 1 is a folk theorem in the area of field theory,
but we could not find a proof of it in the literature.
We remark that in [10], the initial algebra specification of Qi0 is obtained by
adding the equation (1 + x2 + y 2 + z 2 + w2 ) · (1 + x2 + y 2 + z 2 + w2 )−1 = 1 instead
of the equation (1 + x2 + y 2 ) · (1 + x2 + y 2 )−1 = 1 to Eimd . In other words, in the
current paper, we have reduced the number of squares needed in the equation
added to Eimd from 4 to 2. In [6], it is shown that the number of squares cannot
be reduced to 1.
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7

Two-Valued Logics of Partial Functions

In this section, we take a survey of two-valued first-order logics that may be
used when working with partial algebras such as 0−1 ↑ Qi0 , Q / 0 ↑ Qd0 , and
(Q \ {0}) / 0 ↑ Qd0 , focussing on semantics.
We consider two truth values, which correspond to true and false and which
are denoted by T and F, respectively.
In handling partial functions in a two-valued logic, it is possible not to deviate
essentially from classical first-order logic because partial functions can be represented by total functions if the domain of the structure in question is extended
with an undefined value. In this way, non-denoting terms do not occur: the terms
in question denote the undefined value. A serious drawback of this approach is
that the undefined value is not treated differently from the ordinary values. For
instance, quantification is over ordinary values as well as the undefined value.
As a result, frequent reasoning about undefined is customary. This approach is
followed in e.g. Scott’s logic of computable functions [16]. Henceforth, we will use
the term two-valued logics of partial functions exclusively for logics that deviate
essentially from classical first-order logic.
Two-valued logics of partial functions do not give up the excluded middle:
when a formula cannot be classified as true, it is inexorably classified as false.
In general, atomic formulas in which non-denoting terms occur are classified as
false. Below, we will mention one exception: equations in the case where strong
equality is taken as basic.
The key differences between the various two-valued logics of partial functions
are with respect to:
– how free variables and bound variables are treated;
– what kind of equality is taken as basic;
– what additional predicates are taken as basic.
There are two ways of treating free variables and bound variables in twovalued logics of partial functions:
– free variables may not denote, but bound variables always do;
– both bound variables and free variables always denote.
The first treatment has the advantage that frequent reasoning about the definedness of terms can be avoided. It is found in e.g. Scott’s free logic [31] and
MPLω [24]. The second treatment keeps a logic closer to classical first-order logic
than the first treatment. It is found in e.g. LPT [2].
There are two ways of adapting equality to non-denoting terms in two-valued
logics. The two ways in question lead to kinds of equality which only differ in
how non-denoting terms are handled:
– strong equality: if either t or t′ is non-denoting, then the truth value of t = t′
is T whenever both t and t′ are non-denoting and F otherwise;
– existential equality: if either t or t′ is non-denoting, then the truth value of
t = t′ is F.
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Strong equality can be expressed in terms of existential equality (see e.g. [13]).
The definedness predicate is virtually the only additional predicate that is
taken as basic in two-valued logics of partial functions. This unary predicate is
defined as follows: D(t) = T if t is denoting, and D(t) = F otherwise. Definedness
can be expressed in terms of existential equality. Moreover, existential equality
can be expressed in terms of definedness and strong equality (see e.g. [13]).
In most two-valued logics of partial functions that have been proposed, including Scott’s free logic, MPLω and LPT, existential equality and definedness
are taken as basic.

8

Three-Valued Logics of Partial Functions

In this section, we take a survey of three-valued first-order logics that may be
used when working with partial algebras such as 0−1 ↑ Qi0 , Q / 0 ↑ Qd0 , and
(Q \ {0}) / 0 ↑ Qd0 , focussing on semantics.
We consider three truth values, which correspond to true, false, and neithertrue-nor-false and which are denoted by T, F, and ∗, respectively.
The key differences between the various three-valued logics of partial functions are with respect to:
– how the classical logical connectives and quantifiers are extended to the
three-valued case;
– what additional logical connectives are taken as basic;
– what kind of equality is taken as basic;
– what model-theoretic notion of logical consequence is taken to underlie the
proof system.
In three-valued logics of partial functions, the classical logical connectives are
always extended to total three-valued truth functions (as opposed to partial
three-valued truth functions) and the classical logical quantifiers correspondingly.
Even if we require the usual interdefinability of the classical logical connectives, there remain 36 ways of extending them to the three-valued case. However,
many ways must be considered uninteresting for a logic of partial functions because they lack an interpretation of the third truth value that fits in with its
origin: dealing with non-denoting terms. If those ways are excluded, only four
ways to extend the classical logical connectives to the three-valued case remain
(see e.g. [3]). Three of them are well-known: they lead to Bochvar’s strict connectives [12], McCarthy’s sequential connectives [25], and Kleene’s monotonic connectives [22]. The fourth way leads to McCarthy’s sequential connectives with
the role of the operands of the binary connectives reversed. For each of these
kinds of connectives, the quantifiers belonging to it are the natural generalizations of the conjunction and disjunction in question. The quantifiers belonging to
McCarthy’s sequential connectives, which are relatively unknown, are considered
in [23].
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In all above-mentioned ways of extending the classical logical connectives,
the resulting connectives are monotonic with respect the ordering  on threevalued domain of truth values defined as follows: b  b′ iff b 6= ∗ implies b = b′ .
Kleene’s connectives are the strongest monotonic extensions of the classical connectives. They are expressively complete for all monotonic three-valued truth
functions. This implies that Bochvar’s connectives and McCarthy’s connectives
can be expressed in terms of Kleene’s connectives. Hence, only the addition of
McCarthy’s conjunction and disjunction to Bochvar’s connectives and the addition of non-monotonic connectives to Bochvar’s connectives, McCarthy’s connectives or Kleene’s connectives make sense. The most interesting non-monotonic
connective appears to be Hoogewijs’ definedness connective [19], which is defined
as follows: ∆b = T if not b = ∗, and ∆b = F otherwise. Kleene’s connectives
together with this definedness connective are expressively complete for all threevalued truth functions.
There are only three ways of extending classical equality to the three-valued
case that possess an interpretation of the third truth value that fits in with
dealing with non-denoting terms. The three ways in question lead to kinds of
equality which only differ in their treatment of non-denoting terms:
– weak equality: if either t or t′ is non-denoting, then the truth value of t = t′
is ∗;
– strong equality: if either t or t′ is non-denoting, then the truth value of t = t′
is T whenever both t and t′ are non-denoting and F otherwise;
– existential equality: if either t or t′ is non-denoting, then the truth value of
t = t′ is F.
Kleene’s connectives, the quantifiers belonging to them, and weak equality match
very well together: each behaves according to its classical truth-condition and
falsehood-condition; only if neither of them meets, it will yield ∗. Weak equality
is taken as basic in many three-valued logics of partial functions in which also
Kleene’s connectives and the quantifiers belonging to them are taken as basic.
Strong equality and existential equality correspond with the two kinds of equality
that are considered in two-valued logics of partial functions.
In the presence of Kleene’s connectives and the definedness connective mentioned above, strong equality and existential equality can be expressed in terms
of weak equality (see e.g. [27]).
The following are the intuitive ideas that underlie the most sensible notions
of logical consequence for three-valued logics:
–
–
–
–

from premises that are true, one can draw conclusions that are true;
from premises that are true, one can draw conclusions that are not false;
from premises that are not false, one can draw conclusions that are true;
from premises that are not false, one can draw conclusions that are not false.

The notions of logical consequence that correspond with these ideas are called ssconsequence, sw-consequence, ws-consequence, and ww-consequence, respectively
(s stands for strong and w stands for weak). For formulas formed with Kleene’s
connectives and the quantifiers belonging to them (cf. [23]):
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– ss-consequence amounts to classical logical consequence except for the absence of what depends anyhow on the excluded middle;
– sw-consequence amounts to classical logical consequence;
– ws-consequence amounts to ss-consequence with the difference that premises
that are neither true nor false are ignored;
– ww-consequence amounts to sw-consequence with the difference that premises that are neither true nor false are ignored.
We see that ss-consequence is lacking exactly what does not leave room for formulas which are neither true nor false. This is what one naturally expects from a
three-valued logic where the additional truth value is interpreted as neither true
nor false. Each of the above-mentioned notions of logical consequence underlies known three-valued logics of partial functions, e.g. ss-consequence underlies
LPF [1], sw-consequence underlies PPC [19] and PFOL [15], ws-consequence
underlies WS [29], and ww-consequence underlies WL [28].
For formulas formed with Kleene’s connectives, the quantifiers belonging to
them, and the definedness connective mentioned above, each of these notions of
logical consequence can be used to define the others (see e.g. [15]).
In most three-valued logics of partial functions that have been proposed, including LPF, PPC, PFOL and WS, Kleene connectives, the quantifiers belonging
to them, Hoogewijs’ definedness connective and weak equality are taken as basic.
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Discussion of Logics of Partial Functions

In Sections 7 and 8, it is not only mentioned what the key differences are between
the various two-valued logics of partial functions and what the key differences are
between the various three-valued logics of partial functions. It is also mentioned
what their main connections are. From that, it is clear that are a few logics
which together encompass all others. However, this should not be taken as an
indication that only those few logics should be considered when fixing a logic to
be used for a particular purpose, such as reasoning about some partial meadow
of rational numbers. Whether a logic of partial functions is suited to a particular
purpose may depend on quite different issues.
It follows from results in [21, 30] how the few logics of partial functions which
together encompasses all others can be reconstructed classically by embeddings
into classical logic. Of course, this should not be taken as an indication that we
should stick to classical logic either.
Using Kleene’s connectives, the quantifiers belonging to them, and weak
equality, formulas can easily be understood. A formula is classified as true or
false according to the classical truth-condition and falsehood-condition for the
logical connectives, quantifiers, and equality; it is classified as neither-true-norfalse exactly when it cannot be classified as true or false by these conditions.
The notion of logical consequence that fits in most naturally with this is ssconsequence, because it is the only one that is lacking exactly what does not
leave room for formulas which are neither true nor false. However, it is not
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easy to memorize the logical axioms and inference rules of a proof system for
ss-consequence if we are used to classical logic.
Formulas that can easily be understood and an easily memorizable proof system are not the only matters for consideration when fixing a logic. Another important matter is that the validity of formulas in the partial meadow of rational
numbers under consideration is in accordance with the intuition. For instance, in
the case of a three-valued logic of partial functions with Bochvar’s, McCarthy’s
or Kleene’s connectives, the quantifiers belonging to the connectives in question,
and weak equality, the formula ∀x • (x / x = 1 ⇒ x 6= 0) is not true in Q / 0 ↑ Qd0 ,
which is likely to be considered counterintuitive.
Sections 7 and 8 show that there are many matters about which a choice has
to be made when designing a logic of partial functions to be used when working
with a partial meadow of rational numbers. The logics of partial functions that
have been proposed in the past cover only a small part of the possible combinations of choices. It is not clear to us what is at the root of this. Therefore, we do
no preclude the possibility that other logics of partial functions are also worth
consideration.
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Conclusions

We have made a formal distinction between inverse meadows and divisive meadows, have given a translation from the terms over the signature of divisive meadows into the terms over the signature of inversive meadows and a translation the
other way round, and have shown, using those translations, that it depends on
the angle from which they are viewed whether inversive meadows or divisive
meadows must be considered more basic. We have also introduced simple constructions of variants of inverse meadows and divisive meadows with a partial
multiplicative inverse or division operation.
We have obtained five algebras related to rational numbers by means of the
well-known initial algebra construction and, in three cases, the above-mentioned
partial algebra constructions. This implies that in all cases only equational logic
for total algebras has been used as a logical tool for their construction. In this
way, we have avoided choosing or developing an appropriate logic, which we
consider a design problem of logics, not of data types. We have also taken a
survey of first-order logics that are appropriate to handle those partial variants
of inversive and divisive meadows.
The survey of logics of partial functions that we have taken is a survey of
options. It does not include a comparison of their usefulness for a particular
purpose. Such comparisons are found in e.g. [14, 20]. The problem with them
is that they are based on selected examples, and therefore they cover only a
few forms of formulas and a few patterns of proofs. An option for future work
is to carry out a more systematic comparison of the different logics of partial
functions by which the partial variants of inversive and divisive meadows can be
handled, with the aim to develop a clear picture of their differences.
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We claim that, viewed from the theory of abstract data types, the way in
which partial algebras are constructed in this paper is the preferred way. Its main
advantage is that no decision need to be taken in the course of the construction
about matters concerning the logic to be used when working with the partial
algebras in question. For that reason, we consider it useful to generalize the
partial algebra constructions on inversive and divisive meadows to a partial
algebra construction that can be applied to any total algebra. This is another
option for future work.
The axioms of an inversive meadow forces that the equation 0−1 = 0 holds.
It happens that this equation is used for technical convenience in several other
places, see e.g. [18, 17]. The axioms of a divisive meadow forces that the equation
x / 0 = 0 holds. One of the few published pieces of writing about this equation
that we have been able to trace is [26].
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